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Big Data’s Crystal Ball

Viktor Mayer-Schönberger

By Saskia Vogel

V

iktor Mayer-Schönberger’s
vision of how Big Data will
revolutionalize our future is as
appealing as a cool drink on a
hot day—to an extent. Big Data
may give us the keys that unlock
the mysteries of what consumers
do and when, but he warns us to
approach Big Data with humility
and leave space for creative, irrational human behavior that flies
in the face of data.
In his talk at CONTEC yesterday—based on his book Big Data:
A Revolution That Will Transform
How We Live, Work, and Think,
co-authored by Kenneth Cukier—
Mayer-Schönberger ran through
scenarios of how a plethora of
consumer data can make our
lives better. For example, knowing that before a hurricane hits,
Walmart should move batteries,
flashlights, and the sugary snack
Pop Tarts to the front of the store,
because this is what consumers
buy right then.
More data is good because “If
we capture a phenomenon com-

If we capture
a phenomenon
comprehensively,
we can let the data
speak for itself
prehensively, we can let the data
speak for itself . . . We can answer
questions that come to mind as
they come to us, without having
to go back and collect data again.”
He uses Amazon as an example: in the company’s early days,
the site made recommendations
based on pre-determined categories. Now, he says, 30% of the
online retailer’s revenue comes
from item-by-item recommendations, and category-based recommendations are a thing of their
past.
When the volume of data
slips into the category of Big Data,
we are able to make “causal in-

sights that we think are normal
and obvious [but] are not”. Like
Pop Tarts before a hurricane.
The result of this is that we know
what consumers do. And when
it comes to retail, knowing what
they do is good enough.
When we “data-fy” the world,
“our products, insights, and services will change.” He predicts the
end of the subject expert, because
we will have the data to prove
him wrong. For books, he suggests that this will allow authors
to find out which chapters read-

DAILY EDITORIAL: Collaborate! Innovate! Evolve! Create!
By Edward Nawotka
Editor-in-Chief

A

s noted in yesterday’s editorial, recent publishing history seems to have been rife with
conflict, much of it fomented by
digitization: Amazon vs. everyone, print vs. digital, traditional
vs. self-publishing, books vs. all
other media.
Maybe it was our digital immaturity that led us to see everything as a win/lose, zero-sum
game? That led us to believe
creative content was like natural
selection, the stronger inevitably
eliminating the weaker. It was,
some of us told ourselves, a revolution.
Maybe now, after years of our
“digital revolution” we’ve finally
gotten a little, well, perspective
and matured enough to see it as
evolution.
And to evolve, you need to in-

novate.
If there’s an emerging theme
of this year’s fair, it might be
summed up as “collaborate!” and
“innovate!”
Business Club CONTEC conference “wake-up” call speaker,
the orchestra conductor Kristjan
Järvi, spoke of innovation in scoring films: for the Netflix-produced
SF saga Sense8, directed by the
Wachowski siblings (of The Matrix fame), Järvi said “the music
has been recorded in advance and
the actors are actually hearing the
music as they perform.” instead of
it being part of the post-production. “So,” he added, “In a sense,
we are conducting the actors.”
Such creative thinking is not
alien to the publishing industry
either.
In what might look like an
unexpected move, Finland’s
Rovio has moved beyond reiterating its globe-dominating Angry
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Bird’s game franchise to partner
with Worldreader, the company
that brings digital books to impoverished readers in emerging
markets, to distribute it’s new
Stella series of books aimed at
empowering girls.
Is that something you would
expect? Perhaps not?
And Samsung (p. tk), a company that appeared to neglect
books for years (ceding the territory to Apple, Amazon and
Google) is now the Fair’s “Innovation Partner” and openly searching for new content collaborators
capable of offering immersive,
interactive experiences for their
200 million-plus customers on
their platform.
Two hundred million-plus
potential customers for authors,
producers, publishers, creative
professionals. Now, that’s got to
be enough to stimulate some creative thinking. •

ers re-visit and where their readers are. And “A Kindle isn’t just a
distribution platform, it’s a data
ingestion platform.” He suggested
collecting information on the different ways that readers interact
with books—a notion that sounds
easier said than done. This bright
future improved by data sounds
fantastic, but also problematic
when it comes to proprietary
data and competition. What happens to small businesses if they
don’t have data or can’t collect the
data themselves? •
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Anne Lehmann interprets discussions as illustrations at yesterday’s
CONTEC conference.

Joachim Unseld, the publisher of Frankfurter Verlagsanstalt, takes
a meeting at the Hessischer Hof

Left to right: Katja Böhne (Frankfurt Book Fair), Tiia Strandén (FILI),
Thomas Minkus (Frankfurt Book Fair)

Exhibitors in Hall 8 prepare their stands for the opening day of
this year’s Frankfurt Book Fair

Left to right: Vanessa Kling (La Nouvelle Agence), Sandra Dijkstra
(Sandra Dijkstra Literary Agency) at the Hessischer Hof

Children’s book characters and illustrations come to life at
Finland’s Guest of Honor pavillion
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Kristjan Järvi, an Estonian-born American conductor and speaker at
yesterday morning’s Wake Up Call event, “Stop Calling it Content”

Andrew Wilkins (Wilkins Farago and Publishing Perspectives)
transforms his brain waves into poetry at the Finland exhibition

Remains of the set-up days in Frankfurt’s Hall 6.1

Left to right: Riky Stock (German Book Office New York), Jutta
Willand-Sellner (Eichborn/Bastei Lübbe AG) at the Hessischer Hof

The five finalists of the Digital Publishing Creative Ideas Contest, after making their pitch at CONTEC Frankfurt: (left to right) Rohit Regonayak,
Papertrell (India), OECD Data (France), Adriano Guarnieri, TwoReads (Italy), Tea Herovic, Oetinger 34 (Germany), and Kristijan Madunic, Consetto
(Germany). The awards were given in two categories this year: Entrepreneurial (won by Two Reads) and Intrapreneurial (won by Oetinger 34, an
in-house project of Verlag Friedrich Oetinger).
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From the Business Club
By Juergen Boos

T

oday, the fairgrounds open for
the official start of the 2014
Book Fair. In addition to the programming in the Business Club
that I highlight below, be sure to
visit Finland’s Guest of Honour
Pavilion in the Forum (between
Halls 3 and 5).
Wake-Up Call . . . with Rolf
Dobelli
9:00 am, Hall 4.0, Europa
“The Publishing Industry’s
5 Biggest Biases—and How You
Can Avoid Them”with Rolf Dobelli, former CEO, founder of Get
Abstract, author of the bestselling
The Art of Clear Thinking, columnist for the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung and regular contributor to The Washington Post, The
Wall Street Journal, and the BBC.
He will reveal the industry’s biggest flaws and share his ideas for
improving business in the future.
Master Class: Possibly the Best
Book Marketing Campaign Ever
10:00 am, Hall 4.0, Europa
In this tightly focused session, Porter Anderson, Associate
Editor for The Bookseller’s FutureBook, explores a potentially
seminal marketing effort in publishing that holds both insights
into a digital world’s best practices and inspiration for new initiatives with Jason Allen Ashlock,
Partner, The Frontier Project,
and Ben Willis, Senior Publicity
and Digital Campaigns Manager,
Headline (Hachette UK).

Networking Opportunity
12:00–1:30 pm Hall 4.0, Lounge 1
Wednesday through Friday,
Lounge 1 will be open from 12:00
until 1:30 pm to offer members
an opportunity to network, create new business opportunities,
and forge the lifelong relationships that can only come through
face-to-face interaction.
CEO Talk with Brian Murray,
HarperCollins
2:00 pm, Hall 4.0, Europa
Brian Murray, CEO of HarperCollins, will be interviewed
for 60 minutes by the editors of
Livres Hebdo, The Bookseller (UK),
buchreport (Germany), Publish-

Juergen Boos, Director,
Frankfurt Book Fair

One Question Interview with . . .
EJ van Lanen, Publisher, Frisch & Co
News Brazil (Brazil) and Publishers Weekly (US) in the context of
this year’s Global Ranking of the
Publishing Industry. The discussion will be moderated by Rüdiger Wischenbart.
Beyond Beta: Publishing Startups Making an Impact in the
Marketplace
2:00 pm, Hall 4.2, Dimension
This “Hug the Alien” session
brings together start-ups that
are making waves in the marketplace through content delivery
systems, enhanced reader experiences, or solving that cannibalizing “format” question. Speakers
are Mitchell Davis, Founder and
Chief Business Officers, BiblioLabs; Kevin Franco, Co-founder and
CEO of Enthrill; Pierre Geslot, Cofounder, MO3T; and Peter Hudson, Founder and CEO, BitLit.

On the Future of Reading: A
discussion between Paulo
Coelho and Juergen Boos
4:30 pm, Hall 4.2, Dimension
In 1988, Brazilian novelist
Paulo Coelho published The Alchemist. Today, it has sold over
165 million copies around the
world, much of it without the
connection of social media. I will
sit down with Coelho and talk to
him about how he developed his
connection with readers, how
he thinks The Alchemist will be
received in 100 years, what he
thinks authors have to do in the
future to get their content into
the hands of readers and keep it
there, and how cultural technology will change, and what aspects
will remain the same. •
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By Saskia Vogel
PP: Tell me some exciting
news about Frisch & Co and what
you’ve taken away from it: an observation, advice or a lesson.
EJ: Penguin is doing a hardcover edition of Der Turm, and
we’re doing a co-edition e-book.
It’s called The Tower in English.
It comes out November 6th and
will be sold all over the world by
Penguin. [Ed: Frisch & Co first
published Uwe Tellkamp’s The
Tower in English as an e-book.]

I think this shows that there are
different ways of getting your
books into English, there are different avenues to use to sell your
rights. In our case, this went from
Suhrkamp to Frisch & Co to Penguin. I hope people see this as a
good model for doing that. That
it’s possible for a small publisher
in Finland or Norway to translate
their own books into English as
an e-book to help it find its way
into a wider market. The Englishlanguage market feels much closer than before. •
Siegfried Lenz
Photo © Ingrid von Kruse

German Writer Siegfried Lenz Dies at 88
By Hannah Johnson

G

erman writer Siegfriend Lenz
died on Tuesday, October 7 at
the age of 88, announced his publisher Hoffmann und Campe.
Lenz was a leading literary figure in post-War Germany.
He wrote 14 novels, 120 short
stories, and his work was translated into over 30 languages. His
most successful books include

Deutschstunde (The German Lesson, 1968), Heimatmuseum (The
Heritage, 1978), and Schweigeminute (A Minute’s Silence, 2008).
Thomas Ganske, publisher
and long-time friend of Lenz,
said: “We went fishing together
and talked about his books and
his plans . . . What’s left is the
memory of a unique friendship, of
a great man and, as proof of that,
his books.” •
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Finland Keeps it Cool
By Andrew Wilkins

I

n keeping with the “Finland.
Cool” theme, the Finns’ exhibition space in the Forum this
year is rather like a stroll across
the tundra—dominated by white
space and minimal features.
The space, which will host
many of the 500 events run by
this year’s Guest of Honor, is deliberately understated.
Cloud formations are projected onto massive white cylinders,
hovering over a wide expanse of
snow-white floor. Books, in Finnish and in translation, are placed
subtly along ridges and curves.
The cylinders enclose several smaller spaces—a space for

music performance in the round;
a “village” where the works of
nine leading Finnish children’s
illustrators are transformed into
three dimensions; and, intriguingly, a brain scanner that transforms your brain waves into poetry (Publishing Perspectives’ poem,
pictured, appears somewhat selfobsessed.)
An ideal time to visit the Forum exhibition would be at 5pm
each day of the fair when the
Finns will host drinks.
The Forum restaurant will
be transformed into a “Suomi
Bar” each day during the Fair,
serving a Finland-inspired menu
(rollmops, anyone?) and Finnish
vodka. You have been warned. •

One Question Interviews:

Arief Hakim Sani Bin Rahmant

What Do You Want People to Know About Your Market and Your Business?
Arief Hakim Sani Bin Rahmat,
Managing Director, PTS Media
Group (Malaysia)
“Publishing for the Malaysian mass market in the Malay
language, which is what we do,
is still challenging. We’re in our
14th year of business, and it is
still growing. In 2012, the Malay sections of bookstores finally
overtook those in English. In the
region, we remain a small player,
with Indonesia, Thailand, and
Vietnam being most active in buying rights in Southeast Asia, but
we are coming up. In digital—in
terms of real dollars—e-books
are less than 1% of the overall
market, and that is only since
Google Play came into the market.”

Javier Sepulveda Hales, Director
General, ebookspatagonia.com
(Chile)
“We now have some 40 imprints that we’re offering through
our online retailer, from publishers across Chile, Argentina, Colombia, Venezuela, and Peru. And
we’re seeing more self-published
authors coming to us every week.
Among the services we can offer
are global e-book distribution, for
apps and EPUB, and we are now
working on a variety of services
for digital libraries in the Spanish-speaking world. Sometimes
people don’t know we are there
and we are doing well, since the
economy of Chile has remained
more stable than others in Latin
America.”
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Peter Schoppert, President of
the Singapore Book Publishers
Association and Director
of National University of
Singapore Press (Singapore)
“In Singapore, publishers are
now especially focused on the
textbook market since the government has recently shifted to
‘The Indonesian Model,’ where all
textbook acquisitions controlled
by the government have been put
out for tender. This means that for
a particular subject, say maths or
history, a single publisher will be
responsible for all the textbooks
on a given topic. The content is
supplied by the government and
the publisher is then responsible
for design, editing, printing, etc.
What’s got us most concerned is
that two of the last contracts went
overseas, to publishers in New
Zealand and the UK.”

Javier Sepulveda Hales

Peter Schoppert
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Samsung: “Content Brings the Hardware to Life”
Samsung, the 2014 Frankfurt Innovation
Partner, is searching for collaborators to help
them showcase their cutting edge products.
By Edward Nawotka

I

n the context of Frankfurt, the
Korean technology giant is
“here to learn,” according to Rory
O’Neill, Marketing Director for
the European Telecommunication Operations of Samsung.
“We’re looking to create the
most compelling experiences on
the hardware we can, and the
people who can do that are here
in Frankfurt.”
This might be everything
from hardware optimization to
mobile apps, or someone who can
run a book club on Facebook.
Samsung’s marquee relationships in the book space include
its deal with United States bookseller Barnes & Noble to produce
Nook-branded tablets and its collaboration with Marvel Comics—

which offers its Marvel Unlimited
app free to use for Samsung Galaxy Tab users and is developing
an immersive version of Tony
“Iron Man” Stark’s lab for viewing
on Samsung’s new Gear VR 3D
headgear (“It is a totally immersive experience,” notes O’Neill).
The company—which has
sold 200 million Galaxy smartphones since 2010—is seeking
out those who can create “meaningful innovation,” with a particular emphasis on how digital natives will use Samsung’s products
in the future.
“Kids who are digital natives don’t think of something
as a smartphone, but just as a
phone, just as they don’t think
of a digital camera as anything
other than a camera—they don’t
know the difference,” says O’Neill.

Rory O’Neill of Samsung

“This is going to make a big difference in the future. Think of it:
when these digital natives enter
the workforce, they will not likely
be communicating through email,
but through social networks. Corporate training, as it is now, will
disappear and instead will operate through something similar to
Vine and YouTube.”
But why work with Samsung,
when there are so many start-ups,

Stop Trying to Sell Rights to Us!

platforms, and other digital players with whom to collaborate?
The answer, says O’Neill, is
simple:
“Ultimately, in the future,
mobile is going to the first point
of contact for any new content.
With us, you have a marriage of
the hardware and the software,
the physical and the digital, which
all come together to deliver a superior experience.” •
Richard Charkin
Executive Director of Bloomsbury

Non-English language publishers should publish in English
themselves, argues Bloomsbury’s Richard Charkin.
By Andrew Wilkins

D

id I just hear right? Did I
just hear Richard Charkin
tell an audience of several hundred rights directors and literary
agents to stop doing their jobs?
Well, almost.
As the keynote speaker
at yesterday’s 28th International Rights Directors Meeting,
Bloomsbury Publishing’s Executive Director said, rather coyly,
that he “didn’t mean to be controversial,” but in fact delivered
a rather provocative message
to non-English publishers and
agents: “stop trying to sell rights
to English-language publishers.”
There was logic behind Charkin’s advice. The English language
market was already “grossly over-

published” and self-publishing,
print-on-demand and e-books are
only making it worse.
“It is possible no book will
ever go out of print again—no
death, just birth,” he observed
wryly.
Add to the mix fewer retailers stocking fewer titles, static or
falling prices and the erosion of
territorial boundaries by online
retailers, and it was no surprise
that England-language publishers are losing interest in buying
rights from other languages.
The solution? Rather than
waste time and effort trying to
chase fewer and fewer English
rights sales, non-English language publishers should bite the
bullet and start publishing in
English themselves.
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“I would cease selling English-language translations because it’s more trouble than it’s
worth; I would offer all my relevant authors English-language
publication from the outset,” the
incoming President of the International Publishers Association
told delegates.
“This way, you will be protecting your most valuable asset—your relationship with your
authors.”
Publishing in English was
“hard, but not impossible,” he
said, with e-books and print-ondemand lowering the barriers to
market. Moreover, foreign publishers would then have their
own English editions to promote
rights sales in other languages.
This year, the International

Rights Directors Meeting was
part of the inaugural Frankfurt
Business Club program.
The theme of this year’s
meeting was “global versus local,”
with a special focus on Spanishlanguage markets in Central and
South America, including Mexico,
Colombia, Argentina, Costa Rica,
El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama. •

RIGHTS & LICENSING

Hachette UK Sees Flux in Global Rights Markets
Brazil, China,
Turkey, and Mexico
seem to be growing
in strength, and
we want to focus
selling to these
countries with more
frequency.

Jason Bartholomew
Director of Subrights,
Hachette UK

Germany is a stalwart, while southern Europe suffers
and Asia and emerging markets are on the rise.
By Jason Bartholomew,
Hachette UK

A

t the moment, the top market
for rights sales is very much
Germany. We feel disappointed
if one of our books does not sell
in Germany. It is the one key
market that provides the most
robust auctions across a handful
of genres, and the strength of the
German market never seems to
slow down. Long may this be true.
Outside of Germany, we take
our cues for where book sales
will be strongest based on what
is happening in the world economy. For example, Italy and Spain
were robust economies less than
five years ago, and as a result, we
suspect both territories to generate a healthy amount of subrights
income. Unfortunately, though,
as the recession seems to have a
stranglehold on southern Europe,
so too goes the book trade.
Spain, in particular, we estimate is down 35% since 2008

in terms of the number of books
published locally, and therefore
what they buy from UK publishers. The more peculiar market
that is suffering is Holland. The
Dutch economy doesn’t have the
same recessionary problems of
southern Europe, but the changes
in the Dutch book trade have been
well reported; we estimate our
right sales in Holland are down
by 40% from 2008. However,
there is talk within the trade that
Holland and Italy might soon see
some daylight through the clouds.
The genre of books you are
selling will dictate where the top
market will be. If we have a strong
non-fiction book across business,
science, social science or “think
books,” then we would expect
China, Japan, and Korea to lead
the countries for expected revenue.
The Scandinavian territories
traditionally lean more towards
literary or upmarket commercial
fiction and non-fiction. The Scan-

dinavian markets are not paying
huge amounts of money, but in
the past year, we have noticed a
bounce-back in interest for our
books that had been absent in the
previous few years.
The genres that seem to
travel well across all territories—
and the dream in subrights is to
sell one of your books in 20-plus
territories—are reading-group
fiction (that specific type of upmarket, commercial fiction that
seems to resonate everywhere)
and either a globally recognized
celebrity memoir or the Malcolm
Gladwell–type of soft business
books that does well everywhere
from the USA to Armenia.
At the moment the recession,
or even a fear of recession, continues to reverberate and have
negative repercussions across the
international book trade. Whether it is the wholesalers going
bankrupt in one territory or the
slow adjustment in other territories to the shift toward e-books,

there is some general shakiness
that we hope will steady over the
next year.
On the flip side, we are seeing emerging markets that are
exciting. Plenty of international
markets are embracing e-books,
and these countries are going
through the same transitions
and changes that the US and
UK markets have already faced.
Every year, like most rights departments, we try to find the
emerging market where sales can
potentially blossom. Brazil, China,
Turkey, and Mexico seem to be
growing in strength, and we want
to focus selling to these countries
with more frequency. Japan and
South Korea are very established
markets where are sales could
improve.
The trick to rights sales, in
general, is to develop strong relationships with as many publishers across as many territories as
possible. Our goal is to maintain
the strength of existing relationships in the key territories like
Germany, and at the same time be
able to attend events like the Beijing Book Fair in order to develop
very important new contacts in
emerging markets.
If we can do this well, then
we can hopefully find the right
book to hit that 20-plus-territory
mark. •
Jason Bartholomew is Director
of Subsidiary Rights for Hachette
UK, as well as Rights Director for
Hodder & Stoughton, Headline
Publishing Group, and John Murray Press.
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GLOBAL BOOKSELLING

At-a-Glance: Issues Facing Global Retail Book Business
Compiled by Roger Tagholm

Europe
Consumer confidence remains low. Big shift
online. Stores in many countries reducing
English-language books because consumers
buy online. Publishers worried about discoverability and introducing new authors. Fewer
distributors puts pressure on publishers.

UK
Concern over strength of Amazon remains. It
is estimated to have 85–87% of the market for
e-books, and 40% when combined with print.
There are calls for the Competition authorities
to look at the retailer again.

Holland
Selexyz chain collapsed and was then re-born,
either as stand-alone stores or by joining
smaller chains.

USA
Growth of online has galvanized independent
booksellers, who are more active than ever.
Hachette dispute has highlighted bricks-andmortar and acted as an advertising campaign
of sorts for the sector.

France
Publisher Albin Michele came to the rescue
when the Chapitre chain collapsed. Around
two-thirds of stores now trading again. Bricksand-mortar trying to reinvent itself.

Germany
Overall market has declined. Some Thalia
stores have closed, or have reduced their English language offering. Branches of Hugendubel closed, too.

Southern Europe
Spanish economy remains weak. In Greece,
well-established
Eleftheroudakis
chain
stopped trading, but Public (a Greek Fnac) is
doing well.

Brazil
As the middle class grows, demand for books
increases but population outside major cities
is underserved by bookstores. Top chain,
Saraiva, plans major expansion into regional
capitals and cities in coming years, focusing
on education, and supported by massive loan.
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GLOBAL BOOKSELLING

Focusing on English-language and key markets around the world

Russia
Bookhunter chain is doing well and has a
good selection of English-language books.
Ozon, the online retailer selling physical
books, continues to grow.

China
Amazon set for expansion in the free trade
zone. Growth in high end, upmarket bookstores, such as Page One and Taiwanese
chain Eslite, which has opened bookstores
with apartments above. Educational sales are
strong. E-books still small, though HarperCollins has signed deal to sell through JD.com.

Japan
Publishers praise Kinokuniya store in Tokyo,
but trade is tough following the tsunami and
because of the weak yen. Country has great
respect for physical books.

India
Sales of physical books through online retailer
Flipkart are growing and putting pressure on
bricks-and mortar-booksellers. Digital market
still small. Consumers prefer a tablet or mobile
to a dedicated e-reader.

Midde East/North Africa
Good growth in exports to the region in 2013,
according to the UK PA. Sales grew by 7%
over 2012. However, sub-Saharan Africa saw
another year of export decline, possibly as a
result of more successful local publishing and
distribution operations by local and international publishers based in the region.

United Arab Emirates
Some concern in the UK over exclusive Indian
editions finding their way into bookstores.
Sharjah International Book Fair remains focal
point for the book business in the region. Area
still suffers from censorship issues and lack of
bookstores, though Kinokuniya in Dubai is
widely admired.

South Africa
Rapid growth in e-books, which now account
for over 20% of the market. But more than
90% are sourced outside, chiefly from Amazon
UK and USA. Local online retailer Kalahari is
challenging Amazon on physical and has begun to sell e-books, too. Publishers pleased by
new investment and branch autonomy at Exclusive Books. Exchange rate remains tough.

Singapore/Malaysia
Non-book product creeping into Times Bookshops, MPH and Popular. Younger generation
in Malaysia is better educated and producing writers who want to keep the Malaysian
language alive. English is used for business,
not for creative endeavours. Vibrant local
publishing scene supported by a sympathetic
government.

Australia/New Zealand
Independent sector showing resilience and
has slowed influence of the Book Depository,
but stores are having to stock more non-book
items. In Australia, indies now account for
around 30% of market.
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UK PUBLISHING

Mike Abbott, European Sales
Director, Random House UK

Jonathan Atkins, International
Director, Simon & Schuster UK

Miles Poynton, International &
Digital Sales Director, Faber

Simon Littlewood, International
Sales Director, Random House UK

2014’s Hot Button Issues for English-Language Publishers
Shrinking bookstores shelves, opaque sourcing,
Amazon v. Hachette and the continuing rise of
self-publishing have everyone’s attention.
By Roger Tagholm

T

he changing nature of the
book industry in Europe as it
redefines itself in the online era;
the reduction of stores and shelf
space both in Europe and in India; and—inevitably—the Amazon-Hachette dispute are among
concerns exercising English-language publishers’ minds as they
come into Hall 8 for the last time
before they make the move to
Hall 6 in 2015.
The industry has become
used to the phrase “device agnostic;” to this can now be added “source agnostic,” as Random
House UK’s European Sales Director Mike Abbott explains: “The
European book trade is redefining itself, partly as a result of the
global financial crisis and partly
through the growth of online.
There is an increased opacity of
sourcing. We don’t always know
where a book might be coming
from—it could be Gardners, Amazon UK, the Book Depository
. . . As publishers we’re having
to become more understanding
that the sourcing is neutral. What
matters is that it’s one of our titles, and so we’re focusing much
more on local trade and consumer marketing, much more on social media, on going direct to the
consumer.”
Abbott thinks Europe is “beginning to wake up to the idea

that a world without bookshops
is not a pleasant place,” and as
such Random House is launching
a greater focus on independents
in Europe, with increased local
marketing and special offers. “It’s
the right time to do this. We’re
doing it across Europe, finding
the best independents and encouraging them. The booksellers
are reinventing themselves, and
we want to help them. They’re
all looking at ways to distinguish
themselves from an online warehouse. At Frankfurt, we’ll be talking to distributors about this, and
about our consumer marketing.”
Simon & Schuster UK’s International Director Jonathan Atkins
also notes the changes wrought
by the growth of online. “Particularly in Europe, so many of our
conversations have always been
with distributors serving Englishlanguage bookstores. They know
their markets. What has changed
is their particular country market
has become less important now
because online retailers have a
pan-European market.
“The wholesalers and distributors who serve a particular
country are struggling when their
main competitor is a pan-European player. So they, in turn, are
trying to reach a market beyond
their borders. For example, Van
Dittmar in Holland used to be our
single most important customer
in Europe. Van Dittmar and Nils-
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son & Lamm could sell huge numbers of books in Holland. But now,
their influence has been reduced
because the Dutch consumer is
buying from Amazon UK, Amazon
Germany, Bol.com. . . ”
Simply put, publishers can
no longer judge how much business is coming directly from
them because online retailers
are not necessarily sourcing from
UK publishers: they are going to
Baker & Taylor, Ingram, Gardners,
Bertrams. It’s all part of the massive shift toward online bookselling in Europe.
“So our role becomes one of
supporting the online and bricksand-mortar retailers, more of
a marketing role than a selling
one,” adds Atkins. “In the old
days, you might get them to take a
thousand copies—now it’s about
making sure our titles look good
on their websites, in Sweden, Holland, Denmark, Germany . . .
“Our meetings with distributors are different now. They’re
responding to demand from the
online retailers. There are fewer
promotions that make much difference—it’s about making sure
your books have a good online
window. Most of my appointments at Frankfurt are with Kobo,
Amazon, Google, Ingram, Nook,
Apple. With all of them, the agenda changes every year. Two years
ago, it was all about how we deal
with them, what they need. Now
it’s about what market they’re expanding into.”
Faber’s International and
Digital Sales Director Miles
Poynton is surprised—and concerned—that the German market

has contracted for the first time in
ten years, and wonders whether
the growth in tablets, with their
other attractions, isn’t to blame.
“It’s odd because [Germany] has
always been quite resilient, and
there is a degree of protection.
Europe as a whole hasn’t been
consistent—it has been rather
flat. Spain and Greece are both
difficult because of economic instability.
“In the Far East and Asia, it’s
been mixed. Sales in China have
doubled for Faber and retailers
are expanding there, but Japan
is struggling because of the weak
yen. Our Indian distributor said
that in the last eight months there
have been ten major city center
store closures in India—that reduction of shelf space is a worry
for the future.”
Underpinning it all is a concern over Amazon, of course,
with all publishers watching the
Hachette dispute closely. Allied
to this is a concern over self-publishing, too. Earlier this year Apple Australia sent an executive to
the Romance Writers of America conference in New Orleans
to meet with those writers who
were using its publishing program. “They wanted to check that
the writers were happy with the
service they were receiving,” says
former Random House UK International Sales Director Simon Littlewood. “I think self-publishing
is an area publishers are watching more and more closely. Traditional publishers are thinking
about their roles. Although they
say we offer X, Y, and Z, I do think
the pendulum is wavering . . . ” •

SPONSORED BY INGRAM CONTENT GROUP • PRINT-ON-DEMAND

POD at Its Most Fully Realized: Ingram’s Lightning Source
Visit Ingram at the Frankfurt Book Fair:
Hall 8.0 M8

This is about
printing a book
on demand in the
local market when
someone wants to
buy a copy, which
means linking
up single-copy
production to local
resellers.

Effective and efficient solutions for distributing and
selling books around the world
By Kevin DiCamillo

T

he digital age has made the
global village cozier, giving
publishers the ability to easily expand into new markets and raise
foreign awareness and demand
for their titles. As a result, American publishers saw revenue
from non-U.S. markets increase
by 7.2% in 2012, and individual
units exported rose 2.4% over
the previous year (Association of
American Publishers Export Sales
Report, June 2013).
To succeed in a growing global market, publishers are taking
advantage of print-on-demand
(POD) distribution strategies,
which allow publishers to minimize risk and take advantage of
immediate demand without the
costs of carrying inventory or
rush printing and shipping.
Ingram launched its POD
program—Lightning
Source—
seventeen years ago. Combined
with their worldwide distribution network of 39,000 retailers,
wholesalers, and libraries, Lightning Source allows publishers to
not only save money on shipping
and warehousing, but also use
this vast network to expand each

title’s reach around the world.
“POD gives us the freedom
to test the market with a title or
author, learn about the demand,
and use a combination of POD
and traditional print runs to maximize income for both us and the
author, without risking a costly
loss,” says Elizabeth North, Executive Director of DreamSpinner
Press. “DreamSpinner has used
POD through Lightning Source
since we opened in 2007, and
we have grown from $100,000 in
sales revenue in 2008 to over $4
million in 2013 using Lightning
Source.”
In addition to Ingram-owned
POD facilities in the U.S., U.K.,
Australia and a joint venture in
France with Hachette Livre, Ingram’s Global Connect program
brings together POD vendors
who are connected to bookselling
channels in Germany, Brazil, Russia, and most recently Poland to
make titles available to book retailers in those markets. Ingram
collaborates with vendors in markets who can replicate the virtual
POD distribution model that Ingram pioneered in North America
and the United Kingdom with its
Lightning Source business.

“Our Global Connect program is not just about moving
print files around the world,” said
David Taylor, Senior Vice President, Content Acquisition, Ingram
Content Group. “This is about
printing a book on demand in
the local market when someone
wants to buy a copy, which means
linking up single-copy production
to local resellers.”
Ingram’s leading POD solutions, its Global Connect program,
and its incredibly vast distribution network provide huge improvements in the supply time
and visibility in markets publishers previously struggled to reach.
In turn, this gives publishers the
opportunity to increase sales in
these growth markets and, at
the same time, eliminate shipping costs associated with the
traditional print-and-warehousehere/ship-elsewhere model. For
example, publishers see an average 20% increase in title sales by
using Ingram’s services to make
books available for purchase at
German retailers.
According to a report by the
Russian Book Union, based on
data collated by Book Industry
magazine, book sales in Russia

this year will reach about $1.3
billion, of which foreign-language
titles are about 5-7%. Lightning
Source began working with Moscow-based T8 Publishing Technologies, previously EE Media, in
a Global Connect alliance last year
to provide tens of thousands of
titles to the Russian book market.
T8, and in turn, publishers who
work with Lightning Source, continue to see sales grow in Russia
month over month.
Lightning Source continues
to expand both its printing operations and distribution reach in
order to help publishers compete,
recently signing an agreement
with Nielsen’s PubEasy, which
expands its reach in the U.K. and
throughout Europe.
“Ingram’s distribution network allows us to offer direct
shipping to customers in Europe
and Australia through our website. International shipping has
been key in the growth of our
direct sales, which will exceed
$750k in 2014,” said DreamSpinner’s North. “Ingram’s distribution network has allowed us to
partner with distributors in the
UK and Australia, offering books
to stores that would be cost prohibitive to ship to from the U.S.”
Every book needs to find its
audience and Lightning Source is
providing that opportunity both
at home and around the world. •
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PUBLISHING IN BRAZIL

Brazil: One Year After the Guest of Honor
Following last year’s turn in the Frankfurt spotlight, Brazil has
reaped significant rewards in the global marketplace.
By Leonardo Neto, translated
by Laurie Carpenter

It is very
common for large
international
publishers to opt
to buy just one
title of a Brazilian
writer. Then the
competition is
enormous!

t the opening of the 2013
Frankfurt Book Fair, Brazilian writer Luiz Ruffato delivered
a powerful and controversial
speech as part of the Brazil’s turn
as the Guest of Honor at the Fair.
Since then, a lot has happened.
Brazil has sustained an upward
trend in rights sales to the international market.
Much of this success is due
to the creation in 2008 of an initiative known as Brazilian Publishers—a partnership between
the Brazilian Book Chamber
(CBL) and the Brazilian Agency
for the Promotion of Exports and
Investments (Apex-Brasil). According to CBL, which took into
consideration the direct results
of business meetings conducted
by Brazilian Publishers’ members
during the 2013 Frankfurt Book
Fair, sales of content licenses and
printed content grew 82%, from
$410,000 in 2012 to $750,000
in 2013. This editorial content
was sold to approximately 30
countries, with most sales going to Mexico, Portugal, Angola,
USA, France, Colombia, Germany,
Chile, Peru, and Argentina. Brazilian Publishers affirms that the
business generated in Frankfurt
totaled approximately 30% of
its annual sales. It estimates the

2013 volume of exports at $2.95
million, 11% more than in 2012.
“Frankfurt was a great showcase that boosted several different
projects for Brazilian Publishers,”
said Mansur Bassit, Executive Director of CBL, referring to Brazil’s
participation in Guadalajara, to
a tribute the country received in
Bologna, and to a series of permanent initiatives aimed at maintaining the international market’s
focus on Brazil. During the World
Cup, Brazilian Publishers brought
publishers from France, Sweden,
and Colombia to Brazil. After the
São Paulo International Book Biennial held in August, publishing
representatives from Germany,
South Korea, Colombian, USA,
France, Mexico, and Portugal visited the country.
“These initiatives broaden
perspectives and show the Brazilian market to foreigners,” said
Bassit. For 2014, Brazilian Publishers arrives in Frankfurt with
a delegation of 41 publishers;
last year, when the country was
Frankfurt’s Guest of Honor, the
Brazilian delegation surpassed
160 representatives.
Another measure of the
interest in Brazilian literary
production is the Program for
the Support of Translation and
Publication of Brazilian Authors
Overseas, offered by the Brazilian National Library Foundation

(FBN). Reformulated in 2010,
the program has become a reference for publishers, agents, and
translators all over the world,
and offers up to $8,000 for translations of Brazilian titles. From
2010 to 2014, 549 translation
grants were awarded, 95 of them
after Brazil was Guest of Honor
at Frankfurt. Between 2012 and
2013, more than 100 titles were
published in German.
“The numbers achieved during the year Brazil was honored
in Germany most likely will not
be repeated, but we have seen a
continuing interest in the grant
program,” observed Fábio Lima,
program coordinator at the FBN.
According to Brazilian literary agent Lucia Riff, Brazilian
literature’s current fortune on
the international market is due to
what she calls the “the good harvest of Brazilian fiction writers,”
combined with two other factors.
“In the past, it was expensive to
send books abroad. Today, as I
am talking with an international
publisher, I am already sending
the PDF via email. In addition,
there is a greater interest on the
part of international markets in
translated works. The British and
the Americans, for example, have
asked for more translations.” Nevertheless, “It is very common for
large international publishers to
opt to buy just one title of a Bra-

zilian writer. Then the competition is enormous!”
The challenge for Brazil at
this year’s Frankfurt Book Fair is
to show that the country can go
beyond its performance as Guest
of Honor. The concept behind the
country’s participation in Frankfurt this year is “Brazil Beyond,”
which aims to surprise the world.
“We would like visitors to be attracted to the stand’s visual and
innovative sophistication, with
its themes of sustainability and
entrepreneurship, which features
the book as protagonist,” said
Bassit. “The Brazilian Publishers project in Frankfurt demonstrates the effort and involvement
of the participating publishing
houses, which have understood
the importance of building a solid
plan toward the internationalization of Brazilian literature,” added
the CBL director. •

Mansur Bassit,
Executive Director, CBL

Fábio Lima, Grant Coordinator,
Brazilian National Library

Lúcia Riff, Literary Agent
(Photo: Gabriel Andrade)

Luiz Ruffato, Brazilian author
(Photo: Adriana Vichi)
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LEV, Saraiva’s own digital reader,
which holds up to 4,000 books.

The largest publishing house
in Brazil, in all fields of knowledge.

115 bookstores throughout Brazil.

Saraiva promotes Knowledge and Technology in Brazil

From kindergarten to university: Saraiva is the leader in the publication of educational books.

For the last one hundred years, Saraiva has been in constant development,
in order to foresee and provide for all the day-to-day requirements
of our customers:
• We are a reference in the production of content for educational books:
basic schooling, technical training and higher education.
• We are the Brazilian market leaders in books for the legal profession.
• Our educational aids incorporate services and technologies for all types of
platforms and formats, which are always at hand, at anytime and anywhere.
• We also provide content for education at a distance.
Saraiva is a Brazilian organization which employs 6 thousand people.

Saraiva 100 years:
Content, Technology and Services.
On any device, in any format.

We have 115 outlets and are the largest retailer of content, culture and
entertainment in Brazil. We market our own digital reader, the LEV, and provide
an e-commerce platform which operates in an integrated and multi-channel
manner, offering products and services through our site and our shops. We
have an extensive product range which includes literature, stationery,
music, films, games, software, telephones, electronic products, as well as
many services such as insurance, technical assistance, gift vouchers,
pre-paid vouchers, and home delivery. We are sure that in the coming
100 years Saraiva will continue to evolve in order to provide for our
customers’ changing needs.

GREEK NATIONAL STAND IN FRANKFURT

Greeks Stand Strong in Frankfurt
Greece’s literary presence in Frankfurt is a
reflection of the current state of publishing
in the country, for better and for worse.
By Evangelia Avloniti

A

t first sight, the Greek national stand, located in Hall
5.1 B109, bears no noticeable differences from previous years. It is
decorated in the familiar shades
of blue and white reminiscent
of Greece’s most successful “export”—the Greek summer. To the
informed observer, however, the
stand is anything but the same;
this year, unlike the past nine,
there is no National Book Center
of Greece (EKEVI) to preside over
things. It was closed abruptly in
January 2013 by the Greek Ministry of Culture.
Marios Moisides from the
Hellenic Book Association says:
“EKEVI was closed savagely
without an explanation, robbing
Greece of its most vital institution for the implementation of a
national policy for the promotion
of books. Following months of
uncertainty and wrangling, its responsibilities have been (supposedly) transferred to the Hellenic
Foundation for Culture, which
covers a wider field of action and,
by definition, cannot fulfil that
role. As we speak,” he adds, “there
is no trace of a national plan for
the promotion of books in Greece
and more importantly, this does
not seem to bother any of the high
officials.”
Nopi Chatzigeorgiou, one of
the lucky few ex-EKEVI employees to have been incorporated
into the Hellenic Foundation for
Culture, appears more reassuring. “This is a temporary measure, and eventually a new department within the Foundation
will be created in order to deal
exclusively with the promotion of
books, which will be the natural
successor to EKEVI.”
In this symbiotic spirit,
Greece’s presence at the Frankfurt Book Fair this year aims
to connect books with the arts.
Chatzigeorgiou explains: “Naturally, books constitute the main
thread of our presence, but our

aim is to use them as a means to
promote Greek culture in general.
We want the Greek national stand
to be a lively place.”
The two Greek authors chosen to represent their country’s
literature at the fair are an example of that fusion. Christos Chryssopoulos aims to bridge literature
and photography, and Vasilis Amanatidis will offer a visual interpretation of his work through the
use of performance.
“Things might be difficult
with the 20% cut on our budget,” says Chatzigeorgiou, “but we
want to be as creative as we can.”
The eleven publishers that
are exhibiting at the national
stand this year range from the
oldest publishing house in Greece
(Hestia) to the big names (Patakis and Metaichmio) to the
more literary presses (Nefeli and
Agra), among others. The Center for Modern Greece in Berlin,
the newly formed Federation of
Greek Publishers, and the Hellenic Authors’ Society are also
present.
Aiora Press, which is exhibiting for the first time in twenty
years, comes to Frankfurt with a
mission. Aris Laskaratos, the publisher, explains: “One might think
we’ve chosen an unusual time
to exhibit at the fair, but for us it
made perfect sense following the
successful launch of our Modern
Greek Classics series, which feature works by outstanding Greek
writers of the 19th and 20th centuries, translated into English,
Italian, German, French, and Russian. Although our main target
group are the millions of tourists
visiting Greece every year, there
is an obvious potential here for
international partnerships that
would make our books more easily accessible to readers abroad.
Well, what better opportunity to
explore this than the Frankfurt
Book Fair!”
Other publishers, like Papadopoulos Publishing, are at the
fair purely to buy rights. It has not
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always been like that. Publisher
Yiannis Papadopoulos said, “We
started coming to Frankfurt in
the 1970s. Ten years ago, with the
booming market for translation
rights, we had our own stand doing a respectable business selling
international rights. Since then,
however, the sluggish market
conditions in Greece have forced
us to decrease the numbers of
original picture books we publish
annually, and now our foremost
function at Frankfurt is buying.”
Asked if the Greek presence
at the fair is gradually diminishing due to the lack of governmental support, Papadopoulos
agrees. Yet he adds: “I consider
it an utter waste of time to complain about this when there are
far worse things to worry about
now, namely the fact that the
VAT on books is going to increase
threefold from 6.5% to 19% and

that despite very strong opposition across the board, the government will proceed with repealing
the fixed price law.”
Moisides agrees: “The fixed
price law is a prerequisite for
every country wishing to protect
its language, culture and national
identity. Yet, in Greece, the Ministry of Culture rushed to repeal
it, presenting it to the troika as a
reform measure in order to avoid
messing with the pricing of more
controversial products such as
milk, medicines, and fuel.”
If the above sounds like a
particularly bad omen, fear not—
at least not for this year’s Frankfurt Book Fair. National stands, it
seems, much like Facebook status
updates, can act as perfect covers
for the turmoil within, an optical
illusion that only the informed
Frankfurt Book Fair observer will
be able to detect. •

LITERATURE FROM FINLAND

Meet The Editor: Aleksi Pöyry of Granta Finland
By Kevin DiCamillo

I

n keeping with its international
vision, Granta has launched
Granta Finland with the Otava
Publishing Group in Helsinki and
under the editorship of Aleksi
Pöyry, fiction editor at Otava.
Despite Granta’s international status, Pöyry says, “Before
we started publishing Granta
Finland last year, Granta was not
really that widely known in Finland. There are many wonderful
literary magazines in Finland, but
Granta’s format—a 200- to 300page magazine focusing on new
short stories and essays by literary authors—is something that
we actually haven’t had in Finland
before. One could say that there
was a call for this kind of publication here.”
Finns are dedicated readers, and among adults, novels by
Finnish authors are especially
strong. Currently, one of the big-

gest literary trends in Finland is
historical fiction.
Pöyry says, “what is interesting is that many young authors
have turned to the most defining moments in 20th-century
Finnish history—the civil war in
1918, World War II [where the
Finns proudly gave the Red Army
a fight for the ages]—and have
started to deal with them in new
and exciting ways. Another Finnish publishing trend is humor: we
Finns are sometimes regarded
as silent and gloomy people, but
there is actually a lot of humor in
the Finnish culture, and now it
is also coming through in many
novels by Finnish authors. Both
of these trends are also strongly
in evidence in our ‘Best of Young
Finnish Novelists’ issue of Granta
Finland.”
What Pöyry finds particularly exciting “is how the diversity of
Nordic literature is getting more
and more international recogni-

tion. It started with Scandinavian crime, but now many kinds
of books by Nordic authors are
enjoying success. I would like to
add that Granta Finland’s ‘Best
of Young Finnish Novelists’ issue
is also wonderfully diverse in its
themes, styles, and genres. In the
issue, there is historical fiction,
humor, absurdist fiction, psychological suspense, family stories,
as well as speculative fiction.”
During a time when many
literary magazines are moving to
to “online-only” formats, Pöyry
sees that “the growth of e-reading
hasn’t been that fast in Finland,
and a large majority of people
still prefer to read their books in
printed form. However, we are
strongly going forward on the epublishing front.” Still, he adds,
“I believe there will be a notable
increase in e-reading in the coming years. With Granta, most of
our sales come from the printed
magazine, but we have also pub-

These Readers are Your Readers.

Aleksi Pöyry
Fiction Editor, Otava

lished an e-book version of our
‘Best of Young Finnish Novelists’
issue, and we also have single
pieces from Granta available in
electronic format.” •
Granta Finland will be presented
Wednesday, October 10 at the
Finland Pavilion, Forum Level 1,
17:00–18:30, along with authors
Philip Teir and Katja Kettu.
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We Get
You There.

Page Foundry is a specialized distribution
solutions provider that connects publishers
with leading brands like news organizations and
their millions of subscribers. Become a publisher
marketing partner on our platform and see how
we can make their customers your customers.

The top 25 newspapers in the US reach 29 million
readers every week—and they buy books.
How are you going to reach them? We do that.

REACH | INSIGHT | EMPOWERMENT

www. pagefoundry.com

PUBLISHING IN ARGENTINA

Argentina’s Book Market Stabilizes After Years of Decline
South America’s largest Spanish-language market has suffered from
government policies, but has had a stronger 2014.
Fernando Zambra
Director, Promage

By Leonardo Neto
and Carlo Carrenho

A

s is well known, the Argentine economy is not having
its best moment. The inconsistent policies of President Cristina
Kirchner have drained the country’s financial reserves and the
damaging impact on the economy
is visible everywhere.
Import Restrictions
The publishing sector is facing numerous challenges, which
include a 50% increase in the
price of paper. The price hike is
directly related to import restrictions imposed by Ms. Kirchner’s
economic team, which requires
that for each dollar that a company spends on imports, it must
export product equivalent to the
same amount.
Fernando Zambra, director
of Promage, an Argentine consultancy that tracks statistical data
about the industry, told Publishing Perspectives that things got
much worse after these import
restrictions were put in place.
“The imposed measures, instead
of strengthening the national industry, just raised the cost of pro-

duction,” he said. “The demand
is much bigger than what can be
offered, and the prices are rising.” He cited, as an example, the
serious impact on STM (scientific,
technical, and medical) publishing. “Cambridge and Oxford, for
example, had to begin printing
their books here in Argentina,”
said Zambra, which has been
done through a local partner. The
result is that the supply of their
titles has fallen drastically.

Bookstore Resorts to Exporting
Grain
But it’s not just the publishers who are affected. Argentina’s
famous bookselling industry has
also been deeply impacted, and
the process that bookshops have
to go through to import books
borders on the absurd. Kel Bookshop, which does business under
the motto “Books in English for
Everyone,” now exports grain so
it can bring foreign books into the
country. “Today, importing books
into Argentina is really an adventure,” said Horário Villar, Kel’s account manager.
What’s more, the government has now raised the taxes on
imports to 35% and bookshops,
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at the mercy of their export partners, are required to pay the
equivalent of a tithe. “For each
one US dollar I export through my
export partners, I receive just 90
cents back,” said Villar.
The government’s policies may have been intended to
increase exports, but it hasn’t
worked for those who don’t work
with commodities. Exports from
the book industry, for example,
have fallen dramatically over the
last several years. According to
data published by the Argentinean Book Chamber—and confirmed by Fernando Zambra—the
book market imported $117 million worth of products in 2011,
falling to $64 million in 2012 and
to $52 million in 2013, following
the imposition of the new restrictions. Exports, on the other hand,
didn’t grow as expected. In 2011,
$41 million in books were exported. Exports rose slightly in 2012
to $43 million, but plummeted to
just $30 million in 2013.

The Argentine Market in Figures
So what has the government
been doing to support the book
business? Well, buying books:
in 2013, the Argentinean gov-

ernment instituted the National
Reading Plan and went on the biggest book-buying spree in Argentine history, spending some $119
million dollars to buy 13 million
books to stock libraries for every
school in the country. The previous year, the total government
spending on books was less than
half that sum: $47 million.
In contrast, the commercial book market accounted for
$663.4 million in consumer sales
in 2012, falling to $617.2 million
in 2013, according to Zambra,
who also noted that the Argentine
peso was devalued 30% against
the US dollar in late 2013. Overall the Argentine book market
increased 3.6% in 2013, reaching
$736.7 million, when compared
to 2012, when the local book industry had sales of $711 million.
Analyzing the figures, it becomes clear that that the record
government spending offset
some of the loss incurred from
the exchange rate adjustment
and may have saved the year once
everything is converted to US dollars. Of course, this was a stopgap
measure, and there is no guarantee that the government will be
able to repeat the performance of
2013 in 2014.
Stabilization in 2014
The year 2014 has not
brought much relief to the Argentinean education market, which
is down, but according to Fernando Zambra, the trade market
is stable when compared to 2013.
The launch of numerous successful titles this year, particularly in
the genres of self-help and political non-fiction, helped boost the
sales figures.
While the import restrictions
are still active, Zambra does see
some signs of hope. “The market doesn’t expect any changes
before the end of the current political cycle, but the main pre-candidates for the presidential elections next year are committed to
economic changes that will end
such restrictions. Also, the Argentine book market is not as exposed to the economic challenges
as some other industries—it is
small, but more stable. Until December 2015, we can survive.” •

BOOKS & FILM

Paulo Coelho’s Life as a Cinematic Collage
A Brazilian filmmaker has produced a creative biopic based on
the life of the most translated living author on Earth.
By Carlo Carrenho

P

aulo Coelho, the world’s most
translated living author, has
now seen his life portrayed in
the movies. The biopic, The Pilgrim: Paulo Coelho’s Best Story,
was released in Brazil in August
2013 and depicts three distinct
phases in the author’s career: his
youth during the 1960s, marked
by hospitalizations, electro-shock
therapy and the awakening of his
artistic sensibility; adulthood, in
the 1980s, when Coelho fell into
a pattern of drug-induced psychedelic trips; and maturity, when he
revisited the Camino de Santiago
de Compostela, in 2013.
The film’s creators gathered
testimonies from Paulo Coelho
himself, who spoke about the

most important elements of his
life—trauma, sexuality, and experiences with drugs and religion.
Director Daniel Augusto
based the film on a screenplay by
Carolina Kotscho, who chose to
create a cinematic collage from
Coelho’s life rather than tell a
linear story. The non-linearity allowed her to blend the scenes of
young Coelho with the internal
conflicts of a mature man. Editora
Masterbooks published the original screenplay in Brazil in an edition featuring stills from the film
shoots and transcripts of the interviews that served as the basis
for the screenplay.
Shot on a modest budget of
just over $5 million, the film is
set in both Rio de Janeiro and in
Santiago de Compostela in Spain.

The Brazilian production of the
film has just signed an agreement
with the German distributor PTI,
assuring that The Pilgrim will
reach screens in Europe, though
the release date has not yet been
announced.
The film does not focus on
Paulo Coelho’s literary career,
although his greatest success
came from his books. As a wizard of bestsellers, the author has
sold more than 174 million copies worldwide. The Alchemist, his
best known book, been translated into 72 languages and has
set the Guinness World Record
for the most translated contemporary book. Released in 1998, it
has been on the New York Times
bestseller list for more than 320
consecutive weeks. •

Paolo Coelho will discuss
“The Future of Reading”
with Frankfurt Book Fair
Director Juergen Boos
in the Business Club on
Wednesday, 8 October
from 16:30-17:15 in Hall
4.2, Room Dimension.

Connecting Canada
With the World
Visit the Canada Stand, home of
50 publishers in Hall 8, Stand K 83,
and pick up your copy of Rights Canada,
the collective catalogue of available
Canadian rights.
Facebook.com/LivresCanadaBooks
www.livrescanadabooks.com

@livresCAbooks

CHILDREN’S BOOKS

Expanding the International Rights Market for Children’s Books
A new breed of independent foreign rights
professionals has emerged in the industry.
By Stephanie Barrouillet

F

ifteen years ago when I started working in publishing for
Walker Books in London, the
publishing world was primarily focused on the UK and the US
picture book markets. Whilst it
is still largely the case today, the
industry is slowly changing and
accepting more non-English publishers who promote their local
authors and illustrators and sell
rights successfully.
Being born and raised in
France, I have followed closely the
rise of French children’s books
internationally with artists such
as Hervé Tullet at the forefront.
I only have one word—Chapeau!
We also saw recently the success
of Mapy by Aleksandra and Daniel Mizielińscy from Poland and
other high-quality picture books
are emerging from all parts of the
world.
Rather than isolated sales
due to a sudden interest in French
or Polish books, the success of
these books illustrates a growing awareness of the wealth of
foreign picture books available.
Walking down the aisles in Bologna and Frankfurt, you’ll see new
publishers exhibiting and presenting their own lists every year.

being a
forward-thinker
and promoting
difference is not
an easy path,
but at the same
time, it is exciting
and extremely
rewarding

Stephanie Barrouillet, founder of
S.B.Rights Agency

I recently attended the Beijing
Book Fair, and the international
presence was noticeable with an
Italian, a German, a French and
a Nordic collective stand, among
others. Turkey also had a strong
presence as the guest of honor
country.
It is also important to acknowledge the significant role of
translation grants, book publishers’ associations, the BOP (Bologna Prize for the Best Children’s
Publishers of the year) with a
focus on geographical areas, and
the Frankfurt Fellowship Program, which has brought together
16 children’s book professionals
from around the world this year.
All these initiatives and organizations—and there are more—
facilitate dialogue and exchange
leading to the globalization of
selling rights.

A New Breed of Foreign Rights
Professionals
With the expansion and
globalization of selling rights,
a growing demand for foreign
rights expertise is starting to surface and, as a result, a new breed
of foreign rights professionals is
emerging. These foreign rights
professionals have, for the most
part, worked for publishing houses for many years and have gathered a deep and well-rounded
understanding of international
markets and sales. At some point
in their career, they decided to become independent and specialize
more in their field. They are looking to represent publishers from
growing markets that want to sell
rights and are eager to expand.
Of course, the stakes are high
as being a forward-thinker and
promoting difference is not an
easy path, but at the same time, it
is exciting and extremely rewarding to see, for example, a Hebrew
picture book translated into Afrikaans or Japanese!
The role of these foreign
rights professionals differs from
foreign rights managers, who
tend to have legal, financial, production, and marketing support.
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In most cases, they act as agents,
consultants (advising on new
titles and new trends), marketers
(advertising through newsletters
and other platforms), spokespeople (attending fairs and participating in seminars), team members, and more. In other words,
their role is extensive, multi-layered, and tailored to publishers’
needs. They are working with
untapped markets and often with
authors and illustrators who have
never been published abroad.
An Opportunity for
International Publishers
For the publishers who want
to maximize their chances of entering the rights scene successfully, working with an independent
and experienced foreign rights
professional is an attractive business model. It involves low risk
and investment against a high
level of service, including guaranteed exposure and long-term re-

sults. When I started to represent
Kinneret Publishing in 2011, little
was known internationally about
Hebrew children’s books. Three
years later, some of their most
celebrated artists such as Paul
Kor can be found on bookshelves
around the world . . . and this is
just the beginning.
The children’s book publishing industry is constantly evolving and opening up to non-English markets. At the same time
an increasing number of international publishers are looking to
rights sales as an opportunity to
expand. The new breed of foreign
rights professionals can lead and
work with these new publishers
to achieve their goals. •
Stephanie Barrouillet founded her
own foreign rights agency in May
2014 with the goal of helping independent children’s books publishers from around the world to
promote their lists.

Sponsored by TigerBooks Media. To learn more about TigerCreate, visit their Frankfurt Book Fair stand—Hall 3.0 G141—or go online to TigerCreate.com

TigerCreate: Multimedia Kids’ Book Creation Tool Goes Global
Germany’s TigerBooks Media now offers its free and
easy-to-use tool for creating multimedia children’s
books to users around the world.
By Edward Nawotka

L

ooking for a software solution
that enables you to produce
robust, interactive, digital children’s books? Look no further
than Germany’s TigerBooks Media and its TigerCreate platform.
TigerCreate is used by publishers
in Germany, Switzerland, the UK,
Italy, Spain, Austria and Malta.
And now it is being offered to the
rest of the world.
The easy-to-use software
can easily create books in iBooks
format and is available to all publishing houses, authors, and illustrators to download for free. Exporting a final file costs 25 euros
for a basic fixed layout, 100 euros
for titles with voiceover capabilities and word highlighting, and
250 euros for multimedia titles.
So why should you choose

TigerCreate over competing tools
and platforms?
“Perhaps the most unique
feature of the platform is its ability to easily handle everything
from illustrations, to sounds, text,
and even animation in real-time,
without the need for exporting
previews,” says Ayleen Jenan Issa,
project manager of TigerCreate.
“And it is also multi-lingual—the
software knows if the graphic file
you create belongs to a German
edition or an English one, for example—which makes it easy to
produce a book for different markets in different languages.”
While the platform can tie
easily into TigerBooks Media—a
popular digital distribution platform for children’s books, audiobooks, and movies—where you
distribute the file from TigerCreate is up to you. “TigerCreate’s

various formats allow its users
to be present on all relevant platforms. That’s why users can benefit from cutting costs and reducing production efforts at the same
time,” says Issa.
How you ultimately use TigerCreate is only limited by your
imagination. “TigerCreate can let
you create animations and interactive features to your heart’s
content. Every animator will
compose the keyframes differ-

ently, and every creator will work
with the tools differently. Every
user has an personal vision and
other results,” says Issa. “We, too,
are using TigerCreate to produce
our own books and are constantly
evolving and updating the software to meet the demands of ourselves and our users. What we’ve
found, and hope others will too, is
that it inspires you to be creative,
to try new things, and experiment
a little!” •
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FRANKFURT STORYDRIVE

10 OCTOBER 2014
Every story needs good heroes in order to shine.
StoryDrive celebrates these heroes – both the protagonists
and the creators behind the novels, films, series and games.
Come face to face with international media luminaries
and experience their visions of the future of storytelling –
uncensored and up close.
www.storydrivefrankfurt.com
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Frankfurt StoryDrive is part of the new
Frankfurt Book Fair Business Club.
Join the Business Club today to attend
StoryDrive and take advantage of a
full range of exclusive networking and
consulting services.
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